Extraordinary Times

It is generally understood that a big part of the problem in this country is due to financial engineering by Wall Street investment bankers. What is not so well understood, is that mathematics is the method of financial engineering and computer systems are tools of the Engineers. Of course, people will say we know that, if it’s pointed out to them, but they don’t otherwise THINK about it.

In a normal world where there is a societal ruleset that everybody pretty much follows, it would be acceptable to not think about it because the norm is that people meet our expectations of rule following. That’s the only way that a society can work. But these are not normal times. These are abnormal times – the inverse of normal.

Obviously, nobody announced ‘we’re turning the world upside down today and hence forth we’ll be operating under a new set of rules’ but that is exactly what they did.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the Twilight Zone. ~ Rod Serling

Those of us who noticed the inversion as it was/is happening have been living in the fifth dimension – but it is not the fifth dimension of our own imagination. Rather, it is the fifth dimension of the power brokers of the world as they set in motion plans for a polar shift.

Religious people might call it the rise of the anti-Christ. Politicians might call it a New World Order. Others might call it something else but it’s not important what it’s called. Only the concept of inversion is important plus a simple understanding of the Butterfly Effect.
The flapping of a single butterfly's wing today produces a tiny change in the state of the atmosphere. Over a period of time, what the atmosphere actually does diverges from what it would have done. So, in a month's time, a tornado that would have devastated the Indonesian coast doesn't happen. Or maybe one that wasn't going to happen, does. (Ian Stewart, *Does God Play Dice? The Mathematics of Chaos*, pg. 141)  

**Chaos Theory: A Brief Introduction**

It's an irony that one of the butterfly's to flap his wings, was at the time, the King of Garbage. In a 1989 Los Angeles Times titled, "Making it Pay to Conserve: Money talks louder than legal force, argues a new breed of environmentalist", William D Ruckelshaus, CEO of Browning-Ferris, Inc. is quoted as saying:

"We probably have taken the regulatory system, what we call the command and control system, about as far as we can take it," said former U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator William D. Ruckelshaus. "If we're really going to make additional progress, we have to figure out how to get the economic incentives in line with our environmental goals."

"Unless you couple environmental protection with economic development," said Ruckelshaus, "there's just no way in which these developing countries in particular are going to pay enough attention to the environment."

"we have to figure out how to get the economic incentives in line with our environmental goals"

That statement doesn't seem too world changing but in the implementation, it's turning the world upside down.

In 1987, the King of Garbage, William Ruckelshaus, was a participant in the World Commission on Environment and Development along. Socialist Gro Harlem Brundtland was the Chairwoman of the Commission. The report produced by the Commission commonly referred to as the Brundtland Report is titled, ‘Our Common Future’ and for all intents and purposes, it's the 'Commonist Manifesto' with a Green Mask meaning they integrated Commonist doctrine into environmental “protection”.

In 2003, The Socialist International posted a report on their XXII Congress. The title, "Governance in a Global Society – The Social Democratic Approach” said this about the Brundtland Report:

II Sustainable Development

In the last quarter of the 20th century a worldwide awareness of the importance of protecting the global environment emerged. Issues of environmental, economic and social development took on equal significance. The SI fully supports the concept of sustainable development combining the ecological, economic and social dimensions of globalisation.
In the view of the SI, development implies material wealth, human dignity, human security, justice and equality. Under the chairmanship of the former SI President, Willy Brandt, the Independent Commission on International Development Issues agreed on this definition and recommended a full-scale restructuring of the global economy in accordance with its definition of development and an emergency programme to end poverty in the developing parts of the world.

...The SI endorses the definition of sustainable development supplied by the former first Vice-President, Gro Harlem Brundtland, as development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The three fundamental components of sustainable development are environmental protection, economic growth and social equity. The SI emphasises that if sustainable development is to be successful there will have to be a change in attitude on the part of both individuals and governments with regard to current lifestyles and the impact they have on the environment.

Capitalists are masters of money and Socialists are masters of group manipulation for control through collectivism. In his statement in the 1989 LA Times article, Ruckelshaus was proposing was a “partnership” between the two using environmentalism as the cover.

In about 2005, Thomas P.M. Barnett gave a presentation at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces that was broadcast on C-Span. I credit Barnett with giving me the trailhead for my research. His presentation was two and a half hours long but from that, I extracted three major points from his talk – and I added the fourth as a logical extension. The four points are listed at the bottom of this webpage without explanation because I didn’t have one: Shattered Worlds (speakers on).

The point I’m going to focus on here is ‘Foreign Direct Investment’. I didn’t know what Barnett was talking about – but now I do.

Sometime around 2004, I watched a Senate hearing on C-Span in which Senator Grassley had a witness testify behind a curtain. I’ve never seen that in a Congressional hearing. Grassley explained that the man testifying was afraid for his life. The man’s testimony was about U.S. corporations leasing infrastructure in Europe – not just telecommunications lines but sewer lines. The issue of the hearing was that they were writing off the leases as investments on their American tax returns so in effect, American taxpayers were subsidizing the building of European infrastructure.

The idea of financing European infrastructure via EU Bonds as a way to strengthen and build support for the European Union originated with Jacques De Lors, then President of the European Commission according to this article titled, ‘Why we need EU Bonds’.

The “partnership” between Capitalists and Socialists makes sorting out the story difficult because it looks different depending on which thread you follow, but if you keep in mind the fact that Socialists are strategic planners and manipulators and Capitalists are just hogs who follow the scent of money, it’s easy to see that all the Socialists have to do is to set up the money trail and provide the intellectual cover. Infrastructure is to modern life, what interest is to banks. It’s the foundation of an economy – the best place for the extortion and extraction of wealth from the rest of the economy that suits the goal of Capitalists and it provides the mechanisms of control for Socialists under the guise of environmentalism. It’s the perfect storm of two unrestrained evils joining forces.
In an article written by Henry Liu titled, "Greenspan: The Wizard of Bubbleland", he wrote:

"A political coalition of converging powerful interests was evident. Virulently high inflation had damaged the financial position of the holders of money, including small savers, created by a period of benign low inflation earlier, so that even progressives felt something has to be done to protect the propertied middle class, the anchor of political democracy by virtue of their opposition to economic democracy. The solution was to export inflation to low-labor-cost economies in newly industrialized countries (NICs) around the world, taming US domestic inflation with outsourcing employment overseas and exorcising the domestic inflation devil in the form of escalating US wages. Neo-liberalism was born with the twin midwives of dollar hegemony and unregulated global financial markets, disguising economic neo-imperialism as market fundamentalism. The debasement of the dollar, dragging down all other currencies, finds expression in the upward surge of commodities and asset prices, which pushes down global wages to keep US inflation low. This pathetic phenomenon is celebrated as economic growth by neo-liberals."

Summarizing, Liu is describing foreign direct investment while at the same time exporting American jobs supposedly to tame inflation, which means lowering the American standard of living when translated into English. It should be noted that Liu is saying this was done to protect the "propertied middle class". Americans should take note. Americans who hold a job and work for a living are not the middle class even though they’ve been trained to think of themselves that way. The classes are Royalty-Blue Bloods, the Merchant (middle class) and the Slave Class. If you work for somebody else, you are a member of the Slave Class.

Torpedoes 1 and 2 to the American economy: Direct investment in foreign countries for American corporations and the export of white-collar jobs to foreign countries.

So how do we get to Bubbleland? The answer is the inverse of Torpedoes 1 and 2 - Foreign Direct Investment in the American economy plus the import of foreign workers and foreign investors. The Bubbles originate in zones – Foreign Trade Zones, Workforce Investment Zones, Renewable Energy Zones, Enterprise Zones, Hubzones. The end result will be the American people enslaved by technology through the zones of control owned and/or managed by foreigners under the guise of “conserving resources for future generations”.

That's why the strategy of pretending that everything is normal and that we can fight this onslaught in a normal firefighting way won’t work. Our state legislators and community leaders must recognize this all encompassing strategy for what it is – all out warfare on the American people fought on the civilian playing field with the objective to destroy the American way of life – by whatever means necessary.

Extraordinary times require extraordinary measures.
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